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Abstract

As the design of tree bases along streets in cities makes them potential ecological

corridors, urban tree bases may be a key contributor to the overall connectivity of the

urban ecosystem. However, they are also a highly fragmented environment in which

extinctions are frequent. The goal of this study was to assess the plant species ability to

survive and spread through urban tree bases.

To do so, we developed a Bayesian framework to assess the extinction risk of a plant

metapopulation using presence/absence data, assuming that the occupancy dynamics

was described by a Hidden Markov Model. The novelty of our approach is to take into

account the combined effect of low-distance dispersal and the potential presence of a

seed bank on the extinction risk. We introduced a metric of the extinction risk and

examined its performance over a wide range of metapopulation parameters. We applied

our framework to yearly floristic inventories carried out in 1324 tree bases in Paris,

France.
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While local extinction risks were generally high, the extinction risk at the street

scale varied greatly from one species to another. We identified 10 plant species that

could survive and spread through urban tree bases, and three biological traits correlated

with the extinction risk at the metapopulation scale: the maximal height, and the

beginning and end of the flowering period.

Our results suggest that some plant species can use urban tree bases as ecological

corridors despite high local extinction risks. We also identified several biological traits

correlated with the ability to survive in tree bases, some of them being not previously

known. Moreover, our findings demonstrate that the approach we introduced to assess

the extinction risk has the potential to be extended to more general metapopulations.

Author summary

Understanding how biodiversity is maintained in a urban environment is an important

question in urban ecology. In this article, we investigated to what extent tree bases

along streets contribute to maintaining biodiversity in cities by acting as ecological

corridors between larger urban green spaces. To do so, we introduced a new method to

measure whether a plant species can survive and spread through urban tree bases, given

presence/absence data (such as floristic inventories). Our approach takes into account

several factors previously identified as particularly relevant in a urban environment, and

is the first one to combine them to analyse presence/absence data.

We applied our approach to a dataset of yearly floristic inventories carried out in

1324 tree bases in Paris, France. We identified several biological traits making it

possible to use urban tree bases as ecological corridors. Our study sheds light on how

urban tree bases are integrated into the urban ecosystem, and our findings can be used

to design improved management strategies for urban tree bases.

Introduction 1

Understanding how species survive in fragmented landscapes is an important issue in 2

ecology [1]. Of particular interest is understanding how plant species persist in urban 3

environments. Indeed, while highly fragmented and subject to frequent external 4
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perturbations [2], urban environments host a wide variety of vascular as well as exotic 5

plant species [3, 4], and are richer than rural areas of the same size from a biodiversity 6

viewpoint. 7

Urban environments are often composed of patches with very different features, 8

which can broadly be divided into two categories: large urban green spaces (such as 9

parks or gardens), in which perturbations are less frequent and populations can grow 10

large enough to avoid extinction due to stochastic fluctuations, and small patches (such 11

as tree bases, small lawns, or fragmented railway environments), in which survival is the 12

result of a balance between local extinctions and colonisation [5, 6]. The deliberate 13

spatial arrangement of these smaller patches makes them potential ecological corridors 14

between larger urban green spaces (as already evidenced for some species, see [5, 7, 8]). 15

However, extensive floristic inventories showed that low-range dispersal could be 16

favoured against long-range dispersal in this highly fragmented environment [9]. 17

Therefore, the mechanisms that ensure survival in such an environment are expected to 18

be different from the ones generally at play in metapopulations. 19

To understand to what extent urban tree bases act as ecological corridors and play a 20

key part in the overall connectivity of the urban environment, studying plant dynamics 21

in tree bases has been the subject of growing interest over the past decade [5, 8, 10,11]. 22

Recent work identified a first biological trait that improves survival in urban tree bases: 23

the spontaneous storage of seeds within the soil, or in other words, the ability to 24

disperse in time rather than in space by forming a seed bank. The main goals of this 25

article are to uncover other biological traits improving survival and to assess which 26

species can survive in urban tree bases, given the potential presence of a seed bank in 27

the soil. To do so, we used a dataset of annual floristic inventories of spontaneous flora 28

carried out on 1324 tree bases located in Paris, France from 2009 to 2018 (the Paris 12 29

dataset, [12]). 30

The design of urban tree bases and their high turnover rates make them particularly 31

suited to modelling approaches based on Stochastic Patch Occupancy Models, or 32

SPOMs [5]. Although classical SPOMs do not account for the potential presence of a 33

seed bank in the soil( [13, 14], the SPOM modelling framework was recently extended to 34

include dormancy [15,16], and associated statistical tools are being developed [15,17] 35

(see also [18] for a more general modelling framework). In this article, we model the 36
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presence/absence of the recently introduced Best Occupancy Achievable process, or 37

BOA process [16]. We 1) develop a Bayesian framework for parameter inference under a 38

BOA process, and 2) introduce a new metric measuring the extinction risk of plant 39

metapopulations in the absence of external colonisation, given the results of the 40

estimation procedure. We then 3) apply the estimation framework to the Paris 12 41

dataset, to assess which species can survive and spread through urban tree bases 42

without external colonisation (low value of the extinction risk metric) and which species 43

cannot survive without a constant supply of propagules from outside the urban tree 44

bases. (high value of the extinction risk metric) We conclude by 4) interpreting these 45

results in light of the biological traits of the species. 46

Materials and methods 47

Study area 48

In this study, we used a dataset of floristic inventories of the spontaneous flora in 1324 49

tree bases located in Paris 12th administrative district. An exhaustive inventory was 50

carried out annually from 2009 to 2018, except in 2013 where a limited number of 51

species were tracked (see Table A.2 in Supporting Information A for details on the 52

nomenclature used and the list of species tracked in 2013). The taxonomic reference 53

used is the French Flora Reference TAXREF v8.0 [19]. 54

Our main working hypothesis was that colonisation from an external source was 55

negligible compared to colonisation between neighbouring tree bases. Moreover, 56

following evidence of selection for low-distance dispersion in an urban environment [9], 57

we assumed that colonisation was only possible between direct close neighbours. 58

Therefore, we divided each street into portions of contiguous and approximately 59

equidistant tree bases, and assumed that each pair species/portion of street 60

corresponded to an independent metapopulation. The 22 resulting portions of streets, 61

whose length ranged from 17 to 102 tree bases, are listed in Table A.1 in Supporting 62

Information A (see also Fig. A.1 for a map of the study area). 63

For each portion of street listed in Table A.1, we focused on the species observed in 64

an average of at least 10% of its tree bases over the time period 2009− 2018 for species 65
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tracked in 2013, and over the time period 2014− 2018 for the others (see Table A.2). In 66

total, we kept for analysis a total of 181 pairs species/portion of street: 133 for the time 67

period 2009− 2018, and 48 for the time period 2014− 2018. The complete list of pairs 68

can be found in Table A.2. For each pair species/portion of street, our goal was to 69

assess whether the species was at risk of going extinct in this portion of street in the 70

absence of external colonisation. This required determining whether a seed bank was 71

present in the soil given the observations of standing vegetation and, if so, estimating 72

how long the seeds could stay dormant. 73

Model used 74

The model we used in this study is a variant with a seed bank component of the Levins 75

model [6]. This model, called the Best Occupancy Achievable process (or BOA process), 76

was introduced in [16] as the limit of an individual-based population genetics process 77

describing plant dynamics in a metapopulation. The BOA process belongs to the family 78

of Stochastic Patch Occupancy Models (or SPOMs, see e.g. [20] for a general 79

introduction), and encodes whether plants and seeds are present or absent in each patch 80

of a metapopulation whose patches are equidistant and distributed along a line. More 81

precisely, the model is characterised by the following two parameters: 82

• The patch extinction probability pext, which is the probability that all the plants in 83

a patch go extinct before reaching the seed production stage. 84

• The maximal dormancy duration H, which is the maximum number of complete 85

generations that seeds can remain dormant without losing viability. 86

The initial proportion s of patches containing viable seeds can be considered as an extra 87

parameter of the model. 88

The model evolves as follows: 1) At the beginning of each generation, we know 89

whether each patch contains viable seeds, and the age of these seeds. For each patch, if 90

it contains seeds, then some of them germinate and grow into plants. The remaining 91

ones age and lose viability if they were produced more than H + 1 generations ago. 2) 92

Each patch is affected by an extinction event with probability pext, independently of the 93

other patches. If such an event occurs, all the plants contained in the patch die, while 94

the seed bank is unaffected. We then record which patches still contain plants and 95
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which patches are empty. 3) At the end of the generation, before dying, the remaining 96

plants produce new seeds which enter the seed bank of the patch and of the two 97

neighbouring patches. This is consistent with the observation that in urban tree bases, 98

standing vegetation is removed yearly by gardeners as part of the tree bases 99

management. See Fig. 1 for an illustration of the model dynamics and see Supporting 100

Information B.1 for a formal definition of the BOA process as a Markov process. 101

Fig 1. Illustration of the dynamics of the BOA process with patch extinction probability
pext ∈ [0, 1] and maximal dormancy duration H ∈ N, and its variant with a noise
parameter ϵ ∈ [0, 1]. The parts in grey are those specific to the noisy BOA process
variant.

As shown in [16], the main feature of the BOA process is the existence of a critical 102

patch extinction probability pc(H) depending only on the maximal dormancy duration 103

such that: 104

• If pext > pc(H), the metapopulation goes extinct in finite time (almost surely). 105

• If pext < pc(H), the metapopulation survives with nonzero probability, and the 106

survival probability increases with |pext − pc(H)| (though the exact survival 107

probability is unknown and is likely to strongly depend on the initial condition). 108

See Fig. 2 for an illustration of the dependence of the critical patch extinction 109

probability pc(H) on H. Our goal was to make use of this property of the BOA process 110

to measure the extinction risk, by estimating pext and H, and comparing the estimation 111

with pc(H). 112
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Fig 2. Evolution of the critical patch extinction probability pc(H) as a function of the
maximal dormancy duration H. The red dotted line indicates the critical value pc(0)
above which survival at the metapopulation scale is not possible in the absence of a seed
bank. The thin black line indicates the limiting value of pc(H) when H → +∞. Figure
adapted from [16], with improved estimates for pc(H).

Estimation method 113

The BOA process can be considered as a Hidden Markov Model [21,22]: we only 114

observe the presence/absence of plants in each patch (after the patch extinction step 115

but before the seed production step), while the state of the seed bank is a hidden state 116

which influences the observations. In this study, we propose to use a Bayesian 117

framework to estimate the model parameters. Indeed, given the complex hierarchical 118

structure of the model, classical Maximum Likelihood estimation methods can only give 119

the most likely value for s, pext and H. In particular, they cannot be used to obtain 120

confidence intervals and compare pext to pc(H). Therefore, we propose to determine the 121

posterior distribution P(s, pext, H|Obs) of the parameters s, pext and H given the yearly 122

observations of the standing vegetation. Since we only have 10 years of observations, we 123

introduced an upper bound Hmax = 10 on the value of H. See Supporting 124

Information B.2. for more details on the Bayesian methodology used. 125

Intuitively, we can expect the estimator to identify easily when H > 0. Indeed, the 126

observation of plants in a patch that was empty along with its two neighbours in the 127

previous generation is characteristic of the presence of a seed bank, since such an event 128

has probability zero if H = 0. As the probability that the patch and both of its 129
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neighbours were all affected by an extinction event during the previous generation is 130

equal to p3ext, we expect to observe at least one such characteristic event with high 131

probability in datasets of ∼ 50 patches monitored during 5 or 10 years. We can also 132

define similar characteristic events for H ≥ H0, H0 ∈ N ∈ {0, 1}, but they occur in each 133

patch with probability p3H0
ext << p3ext, so we generally do not observe them in datasets of 134

the size we consider in this study. Therefore, unless the extinction probabilities are very 135

large, it is likely that the estimator cannot accurately differentiate medium dormancy 136

durations from long maximal dormancy durations (however, note that the distribution 137

of the age of seeds in the initial condition was chosen in such a way that there are no 138

identifiability issues, see Supporting Information B). 139

The possibility of events characterising the presence of a seed bank implies that the 140

estimation method is expected to be very sensitive to false positives, low rates 141

(∼ 1− 2%) of external colonisation and to a lesser extent to false negatives, as they all 142

generate fake seed bank characteristic events. As this is likely to pose an issue when 143

applying the estimator to real data, we introduced a variant of the BOA process for 144

which the estimation is expected to be less sensitive to noise: the noisy BOA process, 145

characterised by an additional noise parameter ϵ ∈ [0, 1]. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the 146

main difference from the original BOA process is that after the extinction step (Step 2), 147

each empty patch now contains plants with probability ϵ. The goal of this additional 148

parameter is to mitigate the effect of slight deviations from the model assumptions as 149

well as to provide a buffer against potential false positives. This interpretation of ε as a 150

proxy for both the external colonization rate (assumed to be negligible) and the error 151

rate when recording data (which can be expected to be very small, of order 0.01-0.05) 152

has two consequences. First, we introduce an upper bound εmax ∼ 0.1 on the value of ε. 153

Then, the parameter ε has no direct biological interpretation, and is better seen as a 154

tool to improve the estimation procedure. See Supporting Information B.3 for a 155

presentation of the estimator associated with the noisy BOA process, which now returns 156

the posterior distribution P(s, pext, H, ϵ|Obs) of the four parameters s, pext, H and ϵ. 157
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Measuring the extinction risk 158

As discussed earlier, the key feature of the BOA process is the existence of a critical 159

patch extinction probability pc(H) above which the metapopulation goes extinct and 160

below which it can survive with nonzero probability. While we have no explicit 161

expression for this survival probability, it increases when pext decreases, and it is very 162

small when pext is close to the critical threshold. This observation suggests a simple way 163

to assess the extinction risk of a metapopulation: compare the estimated value of pext 164

with the critical extinction threshold pc(H) for the estimated value of H. Our Bayesian 165

framework makes it possible to include the uncertainty on the values of both pext 166

and H when performing this comparison, leading to a first metric of the extinction risk 167

called the Global Extinction Risk, or GER: 168

GER := P (pext > pc(H)|Obs) (1)

=

Hmax∑
h=0

P (pext > pc(H)|H = h,Obs)× P (H = h|Obs) . (2)

As the critical patch extinction probability pc(H) depends a lot on the value of 169

maximal dormancy duration H (particularly for low to medium dormancy durations, 170

see Fig. 2), the performance of this metric is strongly correlated with the ability of the 171

estimator to identify the correct value of H. However, as discussed earlier, the events 172

that allow to identify or reject a large value for H are very infrequent, due to the 173

somewhat restricted number of observation years (5 or 10 years). Unless the extinction 174

probability is very high, models with a medium to large value for H produce very 175

similar outputs, so the probabilities P(H = h|Obs) are expected to be extremely low 176

below a certain value of h (which depends on the observations), and then take relatively 177

stable values. As the critical extinction threshold pc(H) increases with H, we expect 178

the GER to underestimate the extinction risk for low to medium values of H (that is, 179

when the metapopulation is at risk of going extinct for intermediate values of pext) by 180

weighting similarly medium and large values of H. 181

To avoid this issue, we introduce the following alternative metric for the extinction 182
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risk, called the Maximal Global Extinction Risk, or MaxGER. We define 183

Hinf := min {h ∈ J0, HmaxK : P (H ≤ h|Obs) ≥ 0.05} , (3)

and we define the MaxGER as 184

MaxGER := P (pext > pc(H)|H = Hinf ,Obs) . (4)

Contrary to the GER, the MaxGER does not weigh similarly models which are hard to 185

distinguish given the size of the dataset, and only considers the lowest plausible value 186

for H (which corresponds to Hinf ). Therefore, we expect the MaxGER to perform 187

better than the GER for low to medium values of H, and to overestimate the extinction 188

risk for large values of H if Hinf is significantly smaller than H. 189

To choose between the MaxGER and the GER, we used the following protocol to 190

compare the performance of the two metrics. For each parameter set listed in Table C.1 191

(in Supporting Information C), we simulated 30 BOA processes. We performed 192

parameter inference under a BOA process, computed the average MaxGER and GER 193

over the 30 simulated processes, and compared their values. We then chose the metric 194

which fulfilled the following three conditions the best: 1) the extinction risk is close to 1 195

when pext is above the critical extinction threshold pc(H), 2) the extinction risk is close 196

to 0 when pext is significantly smaller than the critical threshold, and 3) the extinction 197

risk becomes significantly different from 0 when pext is below but close to the extinction 198

threshold. This last condition is because the underlying BOA process has a significant 199

probability of going extinct when pext is close to the critical threshold, even when below 200

it. 201

As the performance of the metrics depends on the quality of the estimation of H and 202

pext, which are both affected by the presence of noise in the data, we also assessed the 203

performance of the MaxGER and GER metrics in the presence of false positives, false 204

negatives, and low external colonisation rates. For each parameter set, noise type and 205

noise intensity listed in Table C.2, we simulated 30 BOA processes. We performed 206

parameter inference under a noisy BOA process with ϵmax = 0.05 or 0.1, and computed 207

the average MaxGER and GER. To highlight how using the noisy BOA process can 208
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improve the estimation in this setting, we also performed parameter inference under the 209

original non-noisy BOA process and compared the average MaxGERs and GERs to the 210

ones measured under a noisy BOA process. We completed this study by computing the 211

RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) on the estimation of pext, along with the average 212

value of ||Hinf −H||. 213

Analysis of the Paris 12 dataset 214

In order to assess the extinction risk of the 181 metapopulations listed in Table A.2, we 215

assumed that the plant dynamics was described by a noisy BOA process whose maximal 216

dormancy duration H and noisy intensity ϵ were uniform across streets for a given 217

species. Therefore, for each plant species, we ran the estimation simultaneously over all 218

streets listed in Table A.2, and allowed the extinction probability to vary from one 219

street to another. See Supporting Information B.4 for a more detailed presentation of 220

the estimation method and Supporting Information C.4 for an illustration of how 221

grouping streets improves the estimation. 222

To provide an overview of the variation of the extinction risks and patch extinction 223

probabilities across species and streets, we performed a repeatability analysis on the 224

MaxGER and the average of the posterior distribution of the patch extinction 225

probability (thereafter referred to as Local Extinction Risk, or LER) using the rptR 226

package [23]. The repeatability analysis was based on 1000 parametric bootstraps, and 227

we assessed its statistical significance by a likelihood ratio test comparing the model 228

including grouping factors (the species or the portion of street) and one excluding it. 229

As we expect different portions of the same street to have closer patch extinction 230

probabilities than portions of different streets, we compared the posterior distribution of 231

pext across different portions of streets for a same species, by computing the 232

Standardised Mean Difference (or SMD) for each pair of portions of streets as follows. If 233

pext,1, pext,2, σext,1 and σext,2 are the mean and standard deviation of the posterior 234

distribution of pext for two different portions of streets, the SMD is equal to 235

SMD =
|pext,1 − pext,2|√

σ2
ext,1

2 +
σ2
ext,2

2

. (5)

For each species and for each street, we computed the average SMD of the posterior 236
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distribution of pext computed in two portions of this street and compared it to the 237

average SMD for a portion of this street and a portion of a different street. 238

In order to understand the drivers of the extinction risk at the patch and 239

metapopulation scale, we first used a linear regression model with the MaxGER or LER 240

as the response variable, to test whether they depended on the species or the portion of 241

street. We then tested the effect of seven different species biological traits on the 242

MaxGER and LER metrics, using nonparametric statistical tests (Kruskal-Wallis or 243

Wilcoxon test for qualitative variables and Spearman’s rank correlation test for 244

quantitative variables). The specific traits we studied, which are listed in Table 1, are 245

often used in ecology and conservation biology, because they have a direct or indirect 246

influence on survival and reproduction. They express the ability of plants to colonise 247

new habitats or move away from areas of environmental pressure, which can influence 248

their long-term survival. 249

Table 1. Species biological traits considered as part of the study, and statistical tests used to assess their effect on the local
and global extinction risks (averaged over all streets for each species). The database used to identify these biological traits
were the LEDA database [24] and BaseFlor [25].

Biological trait Values taken Statistical test
Dispersal mechanism Anemochorous Kruskal-Wallis test, Dunn’s test

Barochorous
Epizoochorous
Autochorous

Flowering duration Short (≤ 3 months) Kruskal-Wallis test, Dunn’s test
Medium (≥ 4 and ≤ 6 months)

Long (≥ 7 months)
Seed mass Quantitative variable (in grams) Spearman’s rank correlation test
Heat preference Sensitive (Ellenberg value ≤ 6) Wilcoxon test

Resistance (Ellenberg value ≥ 7)
Pollination vector Insect Kruskal-Wallis test, Dunn’s test

Wind
Selfed

Maximal height Quantitative variable (in centimeters) Spearman’s rank correlation test
Beginning of flowering period Early (in April or earlier) Wilcoxon test

Late (in May or later)

Results 250

Testing the assessment of the extinction risk using simulated data 251

The analysis of the estimation results on simulated BOA and noisy BOA processes 252

showed that the overall behaviour of the MaxGER and GER metrics is the one required 253

of a good metric of the extinction risk. Indeed, both are close to zero when pext is below 254
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the critical threshold, nonzero above the critical threshold, and start increasing before 255

the critical threshold for pext. The maximum value of the extinction risk increased with 256

the number of patches N and the monitoring duration T , and decreased with the noise 257

intensity. 258

Although the behaviour of the MaxGER and GER metrics were very similar, some 259

differences are visible, especially in the case T = 5 and when the noise intensity is high. 260

The complete results can be found in Supporting Information C.2, and show that in 261

many instances (see e.g. (N,T ) = (50, 5), (N,T ) = (100, 5)), the MaxGER metric starts 262

increasing earlier than the GER metric and reaches higher values. Therefore, the 263

MaxGER metric better fulfils the third condition required of a good metric of the 264

extinction risk (”the extinction risk becomes significantly different from 0 when pext is 265

below but close to the extinction threshold”), and the rest of the section focuses on the 266

performances of the MaxGER metric. 267

The introduction of false negatives did not significantly affect the assessment of the 268

MaxGER metric or the estimation of pext. The introduction of false positives or 269

external colonization was mostly visible when H = 0 or H = 1 and for parameter 270

inference under a BOA process (without noise): the extinction risk was incorrectly 271

assessed as very low or null for extinction probabilities above the critical threshold. See 272

Supporting Information C.2.3 for the complete results. 273

The performances of the estimations of pext and H on non-corrupted datasets were 274

similar under BOA and noisy BOA processes. The effect on the estimation of pext of 275

the introduction of false negatives/positives or external colonization was mostly visible 276

when H = 0 and for inference under a BOA process without noise. Furthermore, in the 277

case of false positives and external colonization, it also led to the incorrect identification 278

of a long dormancy duration when H = 0 or 1, again for inference under a BOA process 279

without noise. See Supporting Information C.3 for the complete results. 280

Global extinction risk 281

In line with the results of the simulation study, we used the MaxGER metric to assess 282

the extinction risk of a species at the street scale. Its application to the Paris 12 283

dataset revealed contrasting extinction risks between metapopulations (see Fig. 4a). 284
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While 113 out of 181 pairs had a null extinction risk, a MaxGER greater than 0.05 was 285

measured in 61 pairs, and a MaxGER greater than 0.50 in 42 pairs. The regression 286

model identified nine species associated with a higher global extinction risk, the largest 287

values corresponding to Plantago lanceolata, Senecio inaequidens and Lactuca serriola. 288

Conversely, the extinction risk did not differ significantly from one street to another. 289

The repeatability of the MaxGER between streets for a given species was very high 290

(repeatability R = 0.769± 0.067, p-value < 10−5), while the repeatability between 291

species for a given portion of street was null. See complete estimation results in 292

Table A.3 in Supporting Information A. 293

Three biological traits were identified as having a significant effect on the global 294

extinction risk when accounting for multiple testing: the maximal height 295

(p− value = 0.0048), whether the flowering period begins early (in April or earlier, 296

p− value = 0.0092), and the duration of the flowering period (p− value = 0.0027). An 297

high maximal height was associated with an higher average MaxGER. So was a flowering 298

period of intermediate duration (4 to 6 months) or starting in May or later. Complete 299

estimation results can be found in Fig. 3 and in Table A.4 in Supporting Information A. 300

Local extinction risk 301

We recall that the LER, or Local Extinction Risk, is the average of the posterior 302

distribution of the patch extinction probability pext. The analysis showed that local 303

extinction risks are very high overall (see Fig. 4b). Only 4 species had a LER below the 304

threshold for survival without a seed bank (pc(0) = 0.461) in at least one portion of 305

street: Poa annua (21 out of 22 pairs), Taraxacum sp. (9 out of 19 pairs), Hordeum 306

murinum (7 out of 16 pairs) and Polygonum aviculare (1 out of 11 pairs). The 307

repeatability of the LER between streets for a given species was high (repeatability 308

R = 0.621± 0.092, p-value < 10−5), while the repeatability between species for a given 309

portion of street was very low (but significantly different from zero: R = 0.038± 0.026, 310

p-value = 0.032). Comparing the mean SMDs between portions of a same street or of 311

different streets showed that patch extinction probabilities were on average closer inside 312

a street than between streets, for all but one species and one portion of street (see 313

Fig. A.3 in Supporting Information A). 314
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Fig 3. Illustration of the relation between the global extinction risk (as quantified by
the MaxGER metric, and averaged over all streets for each species) and three biological
traits for which a significant correlation was identified: (a) the maximal height (p-value
= 0.004763), (b) the beginning of the flowering period (p-value = 0.00915) and (c) the
flowering duration (p-value = 0.002677).

Three species were identified as associated with a lower local extinction risk, while 315

three portions of streets were associated with a higher LER (two of which belonging to 316

the same street). See estimation results in Table A.5 in Supporting Information A. 317

When accounting for multiple testing using the Holm-Bonferroni procedure, no 318

biological trait was identified as having a significant effect on the local extinction risk, 319

though the correlation was borderline significant for two of them (the maximal height 320

and the beginning of the flowering period). Complete estimation results can be found in 321

Table A.6 and Fig. A.2. 322

Presence of a seed bank 323

The presence of a seed bank (P(H ≥ 1|Obs) ≥ 0.95) was identified in 19 out of 21 324

species, while the absence of a seed bank (P(H = 0|Obs) ≥ 0.95) was only identified in 325
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(a) Distribution of MaxGERs across streets for each species. The red line indicates the value
MaxGER= 0.125 below which the extinction risk at the metapopulation scale is considered as
low.
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(b) Distribution of LERs across streets for each species.

Fig 4. Global (MaxGER) and local (LER) extinction risks of each species listed in
Table A.2, across portions of streets listed in Table A.2.

one species (Plantago lanceolata). A medium to long dormancy duration (Hinf ≥ 2) 326

was identified in 15 species. Complete estimation results can be found in Table A.7 in 327

Supporting Information A. 328
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Discussion 329

This study introduces a new approach to assess the extinction risk of a plant 330

metapopulation in a fragmented landscape. Our approach is based on the MaxGER 331

metric, which can be computed using presence-absence data of standing vegetation and 332

takes into account the potential presence of a seed bank. The application of the 333

MaxGER metric to a dataset based on a long-term survey of spontaneous flora in urban 334

tree bases across Paris (Paris 12 dataset, [12]) produced the first assessment of the 335

extinction risk of 21 plant species commonly found in urban tree bases. Overall, our 336

results highlight to what extent urban tree bases can act as ecological corridors and can 337

be of interest to gardeners to design weeds management strategies. 338

Extinction risk of plant metapopulations in urban tree bases 339

across Paris 340

The analysis of the Paris 12 dataset uncovered a set of 10 core species which can 341

survive in urban tree bases without external colonisation, which we interpret as having 342

an average MaxGER below 0.125. These species, listed in Table 2, are able to use tree 343

bases as ecological corridors to spread in an urban environment, while others must rely 344

on external colonisation to balance local extinctions and survive in urban tree bases. In 345

particular, this is the case for the nine species identified as associated to a higher global 346

extinction risk (see list in Table 2). 347

Table 2. Species identified as having a low or high global extinction risk, as assessed by the MaxGER metric. We interpreted
an average MaxGER ≤ 0.125 across streets as having a low extinction risk. Species listed as having a high global extinction
risk are those identified as part of the regression analysis.

Low global extinction risk High global extinction risk
Bromus sterilis Chenopodium album

Capsella bursa-pastoris Lactuca serriola
Conyza sp. Lolium perenne

Hordeum murinum Plantago lanceolata
Poa annua Plantago major

Senecio vulgaris Polygonum aviculare
Sisymbrium irio Senecio inaequidens
Stellaria media Sisymbrium officinale
Taraxacum sp. Sonchus oleraceus
Veronica persica

By design of the MaxGER metric, two factors can contribute to a low global 348

extinction risk: a low patch extinction probability (or local extinction risk, measured by 349

the LER metric), and the ability of the species to form a seed bank. It turned out that 350
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in urban tree bases, the main driver of the global extinction risk is the maximal 351

dormancy duration H. Indeed, local extinction risks were overall very high, and in 352

many cases above the critical threshold for survival without a seed bank or with a 353

short-term seed bank (H = 1). A high maximal dormancy duration makes it possible 354

for species to survive despite extremely high local extinction risks (see e.g. Senecio 355

vulgaris, which has the second highest average LER but low MaxGER values). 356

Conversely, low maximal dormancy durations can result in high global extinction risks 357

despite lower-than-average LERs. Two prime illustrations of this are the species 358

Polygonum aviculare (Hinf = 1) and Plantago lanceolata (H = 0). 359

Our study uncovered other biological traits influencing the extinction risk at the 360

metapopulation scale: the maximal height, the beginning of the flowering period and 361

the length of the flowering period. The first two are in line with the expected effect of 362

the annual clearing of vegetation by gardeners. Indeed, smaller species are more likely 363

not to be cleared, and species that start their flowering period late run the risk of being 364

weeded before having produced seeds. It is worth noting that the correlation is only 365

significant at the metapopulation scale (as measured by the global extinction risk) and 366

not at the local scale (as measured by the local extinction risk). This may be further 367

evidence of the fact that survival at the metapopulation scale or at the local scale are 368

not interchangeable. 369

The effect of the length of the flowering period on the global extinction risk (higher 370

risk when the flowering period has an intermediate length) may seem unexpected at 371

first. A possible explanation is that it is a consequence of correlations between the 372

different biological traits tested, which we could not account for with nonparametric 373

statistical tests. Indeed, the flowering duration is strongly correlated with whether the 374

flowering period begins early or late, and most species with a flowering period of 375

intermediate lengths start blooming in May or later. 376

Another possible factor that influences the extinction risk is the portion of street 377

considered. The analysis of the Standardised Mean Differences of the estimated patch 378

extinction probabilities uncovered that the local extinction risk is somewhat consistent 379

between portions of a same street for each species. However, we did not identify an 380

effect of the portion of street considered on the MaxGER metric and only identified a 381

limited effect on the LER metric. Our results are in stark contrast with previous studies 382
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on Paris urban tree bases [8, 10], which uncovered an effect of the street features on a 383

species abundance and dynamics (but see [11], in which a similar result was obtained for 384

an equivalent of the local extinction risk). A first possible explanation is that the 385

studies performed in [8, 10] did not consider the potential presence of a seed bank when 386

performing parameter inference. Conversely, our study and the one performed in [11] 387

both took into account the potential presence of a seed bank, and none uncovered a 388

strong effect of the street on the observed dynamics. Another possible explanation is 389

that we only considered portions of streets in which the focal species was abundant 390

enough. By excluding portions of streets into which the species is extinct or close to 391

extinction, we may hide the effect of the street on the extinction risk and hinder its 392

detection. 393

The main limit of our study is that we only considered colonisation from 394

neighbouring patches and low rates of colonisation from an external source. These 395

choices were motivated by evidence of selection for low-distance dispersion in such an 396

environment [9], and by the need to control external colonisation rates to assess the 397

extinction risk in the absence of external colonisation. However, it may be the case that 398

whether colonisation from neighbouring patches is predominant or negligible compared 399

to colonisation from an external source depends on the streets considered, as 400

demonstrated for Crepis sancta in [5]. Despite this, the study of the Standardised Mean 401

Differences of patch extinction probabilities between portions of the same street or of 402

different streets suggests that our modelling framework is adapted to the Paris 12 403

dataset. Indeed, for all but one street, the patch extinction probability of a species in a 404

portion of this street was on average closer to the patch extinction probability in 405

another portion of this street than in a portion of a different street (see Figure A.3). In 406

other words, the model does capture similar dynamics in portions of the same street. 407

Assessing the extinction risk of a plant metapopulation 408

In this study, we introduced a new Bayesian framework for parameter inference under a 409

BOA process. It completes existing estimation procedures for Stochastic Patch 410

Occupancy Models [15, 17, 20] by allowing parameter inference when colonization occurs 411

primarily between neighbouring patches and when a seed bank is potentially present. 412
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The approach we used to interpret the results of the estimation procedure mirrors the 413

one introduced in [11], in the sense that we focused on the effect of the process on the 414

observed dynamics rather than on the process itself. In particular, we do not try to 415

differentiate parameter sets giving rise to similar observed dynamics, which 416

mechanically improves the performances of the estimation procedure. 417

The mathematical properties satisfied by the BOA process [16] allowed us to derive 418

two possible metrics assessing the extinction risk of the metapopulation (the GER and 419

MaxGER metrics). The interest of this approach is that the fact that these metrics do 420

measure the extinction risk is a direct consequence of the mathematical results in [16], 421

which makes it unnecessary to test this using numerical simulations. As the 422

computation of these two extinction risk metrics depends on the values of the critical 423

patch extinction probabilities (pc(H))H≥0, which in turn depend on the geometry of the 424

system studied, our estimation procedure cannot be applied directly to metapopulations 425

in which patches are not equidistant and along a line. However, it is possible to obtain 426

precise numerical approximations of (pc(H))H≥0 for any kind of spatial structure 427

(generalising the approach used in [16]), which would allow one to apply our approach 428

to more general metapopulations. 429

The numerical exploration of the performances of the MaxGER metric showed that 430

the metric is well assessed in a wide variety of biologically relevant situations, including 431

low but nonzero rates of errors when recording data. This last observation is 432

particularly important for the applicability of the approach, since it implies it can be 433

used on data coming from citizen science programs, for which a standardised protocol 434

and good training methods make it possible to achieve error rates of less than 435

0.05 [26,27]. Moreover, while it was not the primary focus of the study, the numerical 436

exploration showed that the patch extinction probability pext is also well estimated in 437

biologically relevant situations, allowing us to complete our study of the global 438

extinction risk (at the street scale) by a study of the local extinction risk (at the patch 439

scale). The application to the Paris 12 dataset highlighted that these two studies are 440

complementary and that measuring the local extinction risk can shed light on how a 441

species survives at the metapopulation scale. Notice that while the patch extinction 442

probability pext was estimated well, this was not the case of all the parameters, and in 443

particular of the maximal dormancy duration H. Therefore, the MaxGER metric can be 444
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more informative than the unprocessed estimates of all the parameters of the process. 445

The main limit of our assessment procedure for the extinction risk is that both the 446

GER and MaxGER metrics depend on the quality of the estimation of the model 447

parameters in a peculiar way, in the sense that the quality of the assessment of the 448

extinction risk is not a monotonic function of the quality of the estimation of the model 449

parameters. Indeed, we saw earlier that the BOA process has a significant probability of 450

going extinct when pext is below but close to the critical threshold for survival. As the 451

GER and MaxGER metrics are computed by looking at the posterior probability that 452

pext is above the critical threshold pc(H), we need the variance of the posterior 453

distribution to be large enough to ensure that patch extinction probabilities close to the 454

critical threshold are associated to a significant extinction risk. Our numerical 455

exploration of the performance of the estimation procedure showed that this condition 456

was always satisfied in biologically relevant situations. 457

Conclusion 458

We introduced a new Bayesian framework for parameter inference in plant 459

metapopulations characterised by colonisation between neighbours and the potential 460

presence of a seed bank, and developed a metric assessing the extinction risk of a plant 461

metapopulation using presence/absence data. The application of our estimation 462

procedure to a dataset of urban tree bases illustrated how it can be used to disentangle 463

persistence at the local and global scales, and understand their drivers. Furthermore, 464

this study represents the first assessment of the extinction risk of the common 465

herbaceous flora of Paris urban tree bases. It identifies which biological traits make it 466

possible to survive autonomously in urban tree bases, and which species are only 467

observed due to a constant influx of new seeds from neighbouring tree bases. These 468

results have important implications with respect to plant dynamics in an urban 469

environment and can be used to design improved management strategies for urban tree 470

bases. 471
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